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Carp fishing is not the most important thing in the 
world, but for many it is the greatest!  Max Nollert

We may have gotten your attention through the continuous success of 
some of the best known carp anglers. 
Your enthusiasm is the one the ingredient that you bring into the mix.
We won’t let you down!

Carp are pretty omnivorous animals, but there are certainly are some 
substances and flavours they prefer! To dissect and identify these 
is not a matter of hours, days or weeks. Even the use of different 
products over several months still leaves questions and only shows 
some tendencies, rather than facts. After decades of fishing and the 
cooperation with some very successful carp anglers, we created and 
developed the Carptrack Range. Carptrack, that means products with 
an absolutely outstanding attraction, whilst providing valuable nutri-
tion. No matter if it is a short session without pre-baiting or a long 
campaign, carp will seek out Imperial Baits products and come back 
for more.

Mission Statement CONTENTS

Imperial Fishing 2018 - way back home! 
Imperial Fishing 2018 - way back home! One of the most 
beautiful moments in our hobby, after a successful and 
possibly also very strenuous trip with ups and downs, is to 
let all this on the way home reminding step by the in the 
head again. With this probably sublime feeling of having 
done everything right in the end, we then happily meet the 
loved ones at home! 
The motto „... way back home!“ adorns the new catalog 
2018 and should bring as many of those moments as pos-
sible to every reader, customer and fan ...
max nollert & team
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2 kg 25,90 €
5 kg 60,90 €
8 kg 95,00 €

16 mm • 20 mm • 24 mm • 30 mm

Scopana Love breaks all records!
Max Nollert about the test phase of Scopana Love boilies:
„It was different than usual! We not only tested with our team, but also let our customers participate 
in the three test series of the new Carptrack boilie. From the beginning, in the spring of 2017, great 
catch reports and feedbacks came in regularly, so we were very satisfied here. So it went through 
the summer. But when we released the improved version „Scopana.Love 3tuned“ in October, which 
is the final version today, we were suddenly hit-and-run and the catch reports really toppled over. 
We had not experienced that in this crowd so far. Also in the winter of 17/18 we listened regularly 
to impressive impressions on Scopana.Love Boilies. „A year round bait of the very first kindness?“

What is behind this, or better said, in them?
Peanut flour roasted (extreme intense aroma, makes the carp addicted), the best egg feed from Witte 
Molen (well known since the 90s), protein concentrate (which is in every Carptrack boilie), ADD 
FAT (rounds out the flavour beautifully), corn meal, hard wheat semolina, Lac and Eggalbumin (for 
a strong and resistant bait), scopex butter flavour, pineapple flavour, a bit of roasted peanut flavour 
on top, Liquid Amino and NHDC (natural sweetener which is 1800 times sweeter than sugar and 
is not at all bitter or tart).

in iBox

SCOPANA
L    VE

New 2018: Scopana.Love Baitrange

ALSO IN WINTER A CATCH GUARANTOR!
Kurt Trinkl, 25,5 kg 

during snowfall! Nov. 2017

Max Nollert with „Godzillas 
younger brother“, May 2017

+ Pineapple
Special

Matteo Paini, 
27,8 kg, Oct. 2017

The secret behind the new record breaker

YouTube Video online: The boilie secret too
IB Carptrack Scopana.Love - all secrets inside!

The BONUS for all fruit lovers: pineapple
The new fruity sweet pineapple flavor is already in the Scopa-
na Love boilie. There was great demand for this very aromatic 
and very powerful flavour so we decided to bring out this se-
parately in the 50 and 300ml bottle so to have an Amino Dip 
and an Amino Gel. There are also available the Power Powder 
in the 25 or 100g container.

The complete Range + Pineapple Special 
Scopana.Love Boilies in 16, 20, 24 and 30mm
Scopana.Love Boilie Mix
Scopana.Love Flying Hookbaits (Pop Ups) in 16, 20 and 24 mm
Scopana.Love Half’n Halfs in 16, 20 and 24 mm
Scopana.Love RAMBO Hookbaits in 16, 20 and 24 mm
Flavours 50ml & 300ml
Scopana.Love (Scopex-Butter, Pineapple & Roasted Peanut mixed), 
Scopex-Butter, Pineapple, Roasted Peanut
Dips & Gels
Scopana.Love, Scopex-Butter, Pineapple, Roasted Peanut
Power Powders 25g & 100g
Scopex-Butter, Pineapple, Roasted Peanut

Marco Bertaglia, with a stunning liner!
August 2017

Philip Jakob, 
April 2017
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Nico Milz has fished a gravel pit along the German highway for over 2 years. He knew that in this 
water there was a big fish over 20kg that was not caught very often. The water is full of natural 
food sources such as mussels, snails and crabs. 

Nico chose the IB Carptrack CRAWFISH black & white boilie as he knew that this bait works 
very well in waters with crab in them. In September 2017 the time came, Nico was able to hold 
this special fish in his hands.

2 kg 24,90 €
5 kg 59,90 €
8 kg 92,90 €

16 mm • 20 mm • 24 mm • 30 mm

in iBox

Nico Milz, 24 Kilo caught with CRAWFISH black & 
white Boilies, on a german club lake

New to IB?
You have to sometimes risk believing in something 
new, it will lead to total confidence. Max Nollert

Our boilies are...
successful for over 14 years!
Exactly the same mix that we use for our legendary Carptrack boilies, is available to buy as Carptrack boilie mix, for those of you, 
who prefer rolling themselves. In addition to this successful mix, we use highly attractive flavours and additives like Carptrack in-
Liquid, Carptrack Liquid Amino, Essential Oils as well as NHDC Liquid.
We try to offer everything you need to improve your angling and allow you to fully concentrate on your location and perseverance. 

unique and stand out from the crowd!
Our boilies all in one! Attractors, instant and long session bait!
Our mission is the creation and production of boilies with a substantial nutritional value, balanced to the carp’s needs, produced with 
various natural and highly attractive meals. We make sure these are partly highly soluble and work as palatants even from a distance 
to get the carp’s interest. Sophisticated stabilisation against mould, whilst retaining the superb quality is one of our top priorities.

fresher for longer!
The ability to retain moisture is very much appreciated by our loyal customers. Stabilising the Carptrack boilies is a time consuming 
and expensive process, but absolutely essential. The taste is barely affected. The boilies are protected from mould for a minimum of 
two years in the bag. It also adds the benefit that even once the bag has been opened, the product doesn’t dry out as quickly and retains 
their juiciness over a long period of time. This is a very important bonus, which is a top priority for many carp anglers. No matter 
when you need them, your boilies will be fresh and catchy!

high in protein and filled with attractors! 
Monster-Liver, Monster‘s Paradise, CRAWFISH and Fish have the highest amount of protein – closely followed by Elite and Elite 
Strawberry. Balancing in regards to the effect of the attractors, which derives through the amino acid profile of the proteins, we further 
enriched them with Scopana.Love, Osmotic Oriental Spice, Birdfood Banana Boilies and Uncle Bait – Extra Strong with highly at-
tractive meals and liquid components, such as inLiquid, Liquid Amino and the fabulous Carptrack NHDC.

the complete package – smell, taste and nutrition!
Attractive, water soluble smell and taste, a current nutritional value, which provides the fish with energy and the meals high in protein, 
derived through the amino acid profile, make the Carptrack Range, consisting of additives, mixes and boilies the most exceptional 
range in the current carp sector – now in its’ 15th year!

the guaranteed catch!
The results on this bait have been exceptional right from the start and are to this day. The feedback from our customers and our team 
anglers are our motivation to carry on each and every day.

Imperial Baits – the art of Bait!

CRAWFISH black & white Boilie
27% crawfish meal (the entire animal), fish meal, Add Fat, concentrated protein, 
squid liver, sweetbread and a tiny bit of NHDC (natural sweetener), which stimu-
lates feeding even more, give the CRAWFISH boilie a very intense, natural taste 
and smell. It’s no surprise that carp have been taken to this crab-creation in all 
kinds of waters so far and apparently are quite fond of it. The two flavours Craw-
fish and Monster-Crab make this an absolute outstanding boilie and motivate the 
carp to take it and keep feeding on it. We practice science on the bank and the 
results couldn’t be more obvious. Try it and catch your new PB on CRAWFISH. 
We’d love to see your pictures!

Why two contrasting colours (black & white)? 
One can never be entirely certain which colour will attract the most attention 
when lying on the ground. With the contrasting mix you can be sure that your 
boilies will stand out!
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2 kg 25,90 €
5 kg 60,90 €
8 kg 95,00 €

16 mm • 20 mm • 24 mm • 30 mm

Ernst Helmhart in September 2017 fed daily 2 kilo IB Carptrack Monster‘s Paradise boilies 
along a reed bank. He spread his bait along an area of 50 meters. The water temperature was 
stable at 18c and the wind was blowing steadily for many straight days onto his hot spot. On the 

day he fished he also used inLiquid and Powder on his „MoPa“ boilies to ensure that he had the 
optimal attraction under the water. His hookbait was wrapped in Liquid-Powder Paste and a short 
time later he was able to net this 25 kilo plus fish.

Monster‘s Paradise

in iBox

Maike Prinz likes fishing the natural lakes in Mecklenburg Germany. In a summer session in 
2017 she had an unforgettable streak of big fish. She found the perfect spot, a drop off falling 
from 1,4 to 1,8m. paired with see roses and weeds. She could also make out many crabs on the 

hard bottom. As there was much natural food available she chose to use the bright pink Uncle 
Bait- Extra Strong boilies. It was all action after that and one BIG ONE after the other landed in 
the net.

1 kg 9,99 €
5 kg 49,00 €

16 mm • 20 mm

+ 30 g Amino Gel - gratis!

ExtrA strong

Sylvain Halus, Legend Carp 
Rod in action!

Ernst Helmhart, 25 Kilo plus with Monster‘s 
Paradise Boilies and Liquid-Powder Paste

Maike Prinz, BIG ONE caught on 
Uncle Bait - Extra Strong!

Uncle Bait has
convinced again!

preparation
is everything!

A gentle bomb, unless you unleash it in the water, 
where it turns into a sensory explosion!
Monster‘s Paradise Boilie
The bomb’s components are: 5% Hungarian Paprika, 5% Spanish Pepper (Ha-
ith’s, which is even hotter than Robin Red), 2% Asian Garlic Powder, plus NHDC 
– The Original, which enhances all ingredients even more und gives the boilie 
a slight, very pleasant sweetness. It is rolled with the IB Carptrack Bloodworm 
Flavour and Essential Oil Garlic. This highly concentrated garlic oil can now be 
purchased from us in a dropper. But be careful and refrain from using it indoors!

A powerful boilie, with consistent big catch results, no matter if short sessions 
or longer feeding campaigns.

SOME CALL IT BOILIEGOLD!

ATTENTION! HIGHLY ADDICTIVE!
Uncle Bait - Extra Strong
In 2016 we decided to further develop the extremely successful Uncle Bait ‘The 
Boilie’. The objective was to get the absolute most out of it for long term sessions 
and especially pre-baiting. 
Max Nollert and Julian Jurkewitz experimented with different mixes of straw-
berries and creams, which are sourced from various European countries to find 
the absolute perfect ratio between the components. 
With the addition of our well established IB Carptrack Liquid Amino and the 
fabulous sweetness of NHDC, we managed to create an amazing harmony of 
outstanding aromas. Carp agree!

Try it for yourself, but be aware, highly addictive!
For more from this amazing product, also read the report ‘Guppy – surprise 
on the Mosel-bank’ (see page 26 in the catalogue 2017). Caught on Uncle Bait 
20mm + 16mm Pop Up.
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2 kg 26,90 €
5 kg 63,50 €
8 kg 99,40 €

16 mm • 20 mm • 24 mm • 30 mm

Damien Simonelli lives in south France, close to the legendary Lac de Saint Cassien. This won-
derful mirror carp was well over the 25 kilo mark. With the help of a diving mask and fins Da-
mien placed his BIG Fish boilie rig between some reeds at 3m depth. Earlier he had been able to 

spot some bubbles and knew there must be a bigger fish in the area. He spread one kg of boilies 
in the reeds. It took only an hour and there was movement to be seen in the reeds, moments later... 
fullrun!

in iBox

5%

2 kg 24,50 €
5 kg 58,50 €
8 kg 91,50 €

16 mm • 20 mm • 24 mm

2 kg 23,90 €
5 kg 56,90 €
8 kg 89,00 €

16 mm • 20 mm • 24 mm

2 kg 29,90 €
5 kg 70,90 €
8 kg 109,90 €

16 mm • 20 mm • 24 mm • 30 mm

2 kg 23,90 €
5 kg 56,90 €
8 kg 89,00 €

16 mm • 20 mm • 24 mm • 30 mm

Elite Boilie Osmotic Oriental Spice Boilie

Birdfood Banana Boilie

Monster-Liver Boilie

2 kg 28,50 €
5 kg 67,50 €
8 kg 105,90 €

16 mm • 20 mm • 24 mm • 30 mm

Elite Strawberry Boilie

in iBox in iBox in iBox in iBox

in iBox

Kurt Trinkl, great success in a short 
session with IB Carptrack Monster-Liver 
Boilies at a mountain lake in Austria!Damien Simonelli, Cassien carp over 25 kg 

caught on BIG Fish Boilies, between the reed

Further information about ingredients, proteins, degree of hardness 
and much more can be found in our online shop.

Spoilt for choice in the search for 
the perfect boilie? This one has con-
vinced anglers and carp everywhere!
Fish Boilie – Now even stronger!
The IB Carptrack Fish Boilie is a boilie from the very beginnings of Imperial Baits 
and still one of our absolute bestsellers. The fish meal LT94 is gently dried, in or-
der to contain the over 74% of amino acid and protein contents. The pre-digested 
fish meal is a highly soluble fish protein concentrate with 84% protein content, 
which combined with the amino acid profile, it is extremely desirable for the carp. 
The meal has a water solubility of 75% and creates a strong attraction power also 
in cold water. This amazingly successful boilie is perfectly rounded up by the ext-
remely water soluble protein concentrate, the Liquid Amino, the Original Indian 
Essential Oil Black Pepper and the Carptrack BIG Fish Flavour.

If the BIG Fish Boilie could speak, it would 
tell great stories of unforgettable sessions 
and catches across all of Europe.

Discover your favourite 
Experience creates trust and confidence

Confidence brings results!
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2 kg 21,50 €
5 kg 50,50 €
8 kg 78,50 €

16 mm • 20 mm

Monster-Liver Cold Water Boilie

2 kg 22,50 €
5 kg 52,90 €
8 kg 82,50 €

16 mm • 20 mm

Birdfood Banana Cold Water Boilie

2 kg 24,25 €
5 kg 57,50 €
8 kg 89,50 €

16 mm • 20 mm • 24 mm

Monster‘s Paradise Cold Water Boilie

EXCLUSIVE 
AVAILABLE 

IN 24MM

in iBox

in iBox

in iBox

IMPERIAL BAITS CARPTRACK

RAMBO HOOKBAITS
RAMBO Hookbaits – extra strong, feather light and sinking!
You can only catch a fish if you have a bait on the hair. Crabs, catfish and increasingly gobies are making the carp angler’s life difficult at times. So we need to be 
stronger than them, if necessary over long periods of time, for example when long-range fishing. The longer it lays, the smaller the risk – that is the carp’s experi-
ence that it normally operates on. This has not been scientifically proven, however we are certain that it is difficult to find a scientist who knows more about their 
behaviour than us carp anglers, who love nothing more than observing these fantastic animals. As we made the Rambos almost weightless in the water, they per-
fectly round up the hook bait collection to fish successfully in every kind of condition. And due to their strenght without beeing too hard, they last until the carp 
is on spot! RAMBO – throw them in to pull ‘em out!

Cold Water Boilies
...working in winter as hard for you as regular boilies in the summer!
Even if the winter sun is in our faces and we already long for spring,
the water is still ice cold. With Cold Water Boilies you are now much close to the fish.

BANANA

MONSTER‘S 
PARADISE

CRAWFISH

ELITE  
STRAWBERRY

ELITE  

FISH  

MONSTER-LIVER  

OSMOTIC 
ORIENTAL SPICE  

RAMBO VARIETIES
RAMBO 16 mm 80 g 8,50 €
RAMBO 20 mm 80 g 7,50 €
RAMBO 24 mm 80 g 6,50 €

SCOPANA.LOVE  

NEW 2018

Kurt Trinkl, great success during
snowfall with Cold Water Boilies!

Andreas Filusch, frosty night 
with Cold Water Boilies!

Daniel Trocha, Danube
big fish in winter with
Cold Water Boilies!

Alex Neu, success with a 24mm 
RAMBO Crawfish in the middle 

of nowhere after more than 
48h on spot!

RAMBO Hookbaits,
EXTRA STRONG - for days!
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EXTRA STARK,
FEDERLEICHT,
SINKEND!

Birdfood Banana Elite Elite Strawberry BIG Fish Monster-Liver Monster‘s ParadiseOsmotic Oriental Spice

Scopana.Love 5 kg 42,90 €
Banana 5 kg 35,50 €
Banana CW 5 kg 29,90 €
Elite 5 kg 56,90 €
Elite Strawberry 5 kg 44,90 €
Big Fish 5 kg 43,50 €
Monster-Liver 5 kg 34,90 €
Monster-Liver CW 5 kg 29,50 €
Oriental Spice 5 kg 35,50 €
Monster‘s Paradise 5 kg 42,90 €
Monster‘s Paradise CW 5 kg 39,90 €

roller größen

BPS Spraydose 600 ml 9,90 €

300 ml 7,50 €
1000 ml 17,90 €
5000 ml 49,90 €

14, 16, 18, 20, 24, 30 mm 24,90 €
30, 35 mm 29,90 €

Also available in 2 kg and 8 kg!

Scopana.Love

Boilie production
made very easy!

The untamed workhorse.
 Next generation Boilie Guns. Quality you can count on.

BOILIE MIXES

IB Carptrack Boilie Mixes
Developed by Max Nollert and his team. They are fully loaded and selective. From 
the beginning a revolution in regards to attractiveness and nutrition and most of 
all: water soluble by time. The mixes are a result of extensive studies in the search 
for the ultimate bait. Made of meals of exceptional quality, the mixes guarantee 
round, hard boilies (through lactalbumin, eggalbumin) with the highest effecti-
veness for your success. All across Europe countless anglers trust the Carptrack 
formula in these special mixes.

IB Carptrack boilies mixes work fantastically when moulded around the lead. 
A proven method to distract crabs from the hook-bait and at the same time make 
the presentation even more attractive. 

Fight the mould, for weeks: 

Imperial Baits Carptrack Stabil’it
- gentle stabilisation without stinging side effects
- boilies are easier to roll 
Requirements: operate clean and hygienically, dry the boilies for 
a minimum of one day (not on 
cardboard or cloth), store cool, dry and 
protect them from direct sunlight
Dosage: 50-80ml/1kg

Boilie Roller ‘Professional’
• 100% precision fit
• Nylon reinforced plastic, moulded in one piece
• rubber pads included, provide slip-resistance
• hand grips to stick on and firmly bond
• additional screw-on options

Easier and better with BPS!
Boilie Protector Spray (BPS)
Optimise your production: effortlessly roll perfectly round, hard boilies for im-
mediate use. One bottle of BPS will last for about 100 kg Boilies. Lightly spray-
ing your gun, the rollers or the dough offers these advantages:
1. Hard dough, which can be easier pushed through the gun
2. Dough cords and boilies won’t stick together and remain their form
3. Boilies become perfectly round on the roller
4. Water intake during cooking is reduced to a minimum, which allows a drying 
    time of only 1-2 hours, leaving them hard and ready for use.
5. Minimal dilution of ingredients during cooking, which results in less murky, 
    less foamy water.
6. BPS is taste- and smell neutral
7. BPS will cause more intense aroma of the finished boilies
8. Utensils are easily cleaned, as nothing sticks.

Hand gun for 1kg dough 34,50 €
Air gun for 1 kg dough 129,00 €
Air gun for 2 kg dough 199,00 €
Air gun for 3,5 kg dough 249,00 €
Air gun for 4,5 kg dough 299,00 € more accessories in our online shop
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20 mm
2 kg 9,90 €
5 kg 22,50 €
10 kg 39,90 €

Flavour Content Dosage Price
Power Powders 100 g 1 - 5 g / kg 12,90 €
Pocket Power Powders 25 g 1 - 5 g / kg 5,90 €

Flavour Dosage/ kg 50 ml 300 ml
Crawfish 7 - 9 ml 10,90 € 49,90 €
Monster-Crab 7 - 9 ml 10,90 € 49,90 €
Worm Up 7 - 9 ml 10,90 € 49,90 €
Bloodworm 5 - 7 ml 10,90 € 49,90 €
Monster 3 - 6 ml 9,90 € 49,90 €
Frankfurter Saussage 4 - 7 ml 9,90 € 45,00 €
Elite 3 - 6 ml 10,90 € 49,90 €
Elite Strawberry 3 - 5 ml 11,95 € 59,90 €
BIG Fish 4 - 7 ml 12,50 € 64,90 €
Honey 3 - 6 ml 9,90 € 45,00 €
Banana 4 - 6 ml 11,95 € 59,90 €
Scopana.Love 5 - 7 ml 10,90 € 49,90 €
Ananas / Pineapple 5 - 7 ml 10,90 € 49,90 €
Scopex-Butter 4 - 6 ml 11,95 € 59,90 €
Roasted Peanut 4 - 6 ml 11,95 € 59,90 €
Tutti Frutti 4 - 6 ml 10,90 € 49,90 €
Oriental Spice 5 - 7 ml 10,90 € 49,90 €
Essential Oils Dosage/ kg 20 ml 50ml
Essential Oil Black Pepper 1 - 3 ml 13,90 € 24,90 €
Essential Oil Garlic (Knobl.) 10 - 20 Tropfen 24,90 €

David Fort, with a winter beauty, which he caught with a PVA 
sack of 4mm Amino Pellets in addition to his hookbait.

4 mm
2 kg 9,90 €
5 kg 22,50 €
10 kg 39,90 €

15 mm
2 kg 9,90 €
5 kg 22,50 €
10 kg 39,90 €

25 mm
2 kg 11,90 €
5 kg 27,90 €
10 kg 48,00 €

NEW 2018

Alex Neu likes to use Amino Pellets in the spring time because 
of lower risk to overfeed the carp. Due to the faster dissolution 

time of the pellets, the danger is not very high.

Encouraging the carp to feed with Flavours & E. Oils
Max Nollert: “After all these years as a very active carp angler and bait producer, I am still 
amazed how much influence Flavours and Essential Oils have on the carp’s feeding habits.”

NEW: NOW ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE 
300 ML BOTTLE INCL. MEASURING JUG

Aromatise your baits
Power Powders ...
… are incredibly strong in taste with a potent aroma. A dosage of only 1gram per kg bait is 
enough to give the bait the wonderful Carptrack touch. 

ALL FLAVOURS NOW ALSO AVAILABLE 
AS POWER POWDERS!

Imperial Baits Carptrack Amino Pellets
These high quality pellets break down slowly. They have been scientifically developed to 
meet the carp‘s dietary requirements. They are extremely catchy and on their own or in 
combination with Carptrack boilies.
TIP: Try one load of pellets per spot, distributed at the beginning of your session to get the carp excited.

The right kind 
of pellets!

The special effect:
Same as the boilies, use Carptrack inLiquid, Liquid Amino, Fish 
Oil, inP and / or Powder to slightly cover your pellets a couple of 
hours before use to make them even more attractive.

Contents: 
- Amino Acids: L-Lysine, L-Methionine, L-Cysteine
- Vitamins: A, D3, E, C
- Fatty Acids: Omega 3, Omega 6
- Protein content: 32%
- Fat: 9%
- Moisture: 3,2%
- Ash: 11%
- Carbohydrates

Ingredients: 
Wheat flour, fish meal, soy, rapeseed, plant oils, amino acids, 
shrimp meal, fish oil, vitamin mix

„Not without
my flavors!“
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Pop Ups 16 mm 65 g 7,90 €
Pop Ups 20 mm 65 g 6,90 €
Pop Ups 24 mm 65 g 5,90 €

Half ‘n Half 16 mm 75 g 7,90 €
Half ‘n Half 20 mm 75 g 6,90 €
Half ‘n Half 24 mm 75 g 5,90 €

V-Pops 10 mm 40 g 9,90 €
V-Pops 16 mm 60 g 7,90 €
V-Pops 20 mm 60 g 6,90 €
V-Pops 24 mm 60 g 5,90 €

Flavour Content Dip Content Gel Price
Crawfish 150 ml 100 g 10,90 €
Monster‘s Paradise 150 ml 100 g 10,90 €
Monster-Liver 150 ml 100 g 10,90 €
Elite 150 ml 100 g 11,50 €
BIG Fish 150 ml 100 g 10,90 €
Elite Strawberry 150 ml 100 g 11,50 €
Osmotic Oriental Spice 150 ml 100 g 10,90 €
Banana 150 ml 100 g 10,90 €
Tutti Frutti 150 ml 100 g 10,90 €
Scopana.Love 150 ml 100 g 10,90 €
Ananas / Pineapple 150 ml 100 g 10,90 €
Scopex-Butter 150 ml 100 g 10,90 €
Roasted Peanut 150 ml 100 g 10,90 €

Uncle Bait 50 ml 30 g 6,90 €

Ernst Helmhart likes dips and gels!
... Monster-Liver Amino Gel in action!

WHICH COLORS ARE 
BEST VISIBLE UNDER 
WATER? SEE HOME-

PAGE!

BIG Fish Amino Dip includes 
Robin Red from Haith‘s, Black 
Pepper Oil, Liquid Amino and 
more!

AMINO GEL 
IN ACTION!

FRESHLY GELLED,
INCLUDING HOOK 
„STEALTH STYLE“!

THE AMINO DIP RELEASING
LIKE NO OTHER!

Ludovic Lafond with son Stan

All Pop Up Hookbaits come in the handy

Power Tower System Box

The IB Power Tower System...
…the perfect way to organise the products you need for your fishing trip. The boxes 
can be used individually, for example for small items or your own food and allow you 
to have everything in place, clutter free and space saving, ready when you need it.

- Stackable, with screw threads
- Clutter free and organised storage
- Great for small parts
- Clean and practical storage for your food like salt, pepper, sugar, tea bags, dry soups…
- Contents visible from the outside

Pop Ups (Flying Hookbaits)
These floating hook baits are made of 65% boilie mix, including all aroma and 35% of 
Pop Up Mix. Therefore they provide the same enticing profile as the equivalent sinkers.

Half ‘n Half (half boilie, half Pop Up)
Due to the balance of half regular boilie and half white V-Pop Up, these Half ‘n 
Halfs are lighter than a sinker, but still heavier than a pop up. For technical reasons, 
occasionally a small lead, just beneath the bait on the hair is required to achieve the 
absolute perfect buoyancy. These are taken by the carp effortlessly. 
Added hook efficiency: 
White will always point up, which improves the presentation and arrangement on the hair.

V-Pop Ups (fluorescent bright colour)
Naturally buoyant hook baits in visibly noticeable bright colours, which can be seen even from 
a distance. Use Carptrack Flavours like dips, gels or aromas to enhance to your own taste.
V-Pop - the visible art of bait!

Set prices available in our Online Shop.

Empty Power Towers available for your 
own individual purpose.

Amino Dips & Gels
Seduce the carp and make them seek out your bait.

Make your hook bait stand out with the help of Amino Dips and Gels. Get the carp‘s atten-
tion and a quicker bite. The Amino Dips and Gels clearly set themselves apart, visibly and 
with their aroma.

Get a catch quicker with pimped hook baits!
Soak your hook bait, no matter if sinker, pop ups or particles, for at least 24 hours in Ami-
no Dips. You can even soak them for days, weeks or months! It won‘t make them soft. The 
longer you soak them, the more they release over a long period of time.

Amino Gels are available in powder form. 
Moistened hook baits can be rolled in the powder and take it in immediately. Only when 
then put into the water, they will turn into a gel, making it slimy, releasing in a pulsating 
manner. That creates an explosion of taste and smell in the water. 

Try it in a glass of water, to watch the effect!

TIP: use this order for the most attraction:
Water, Gel, Dip, Gel and READY!

WITH ADHESIVE
FORMULA!

NOW INTO THE GEL

AND READY TO CAST!

V-Pop colours: yellow, green, orange, red, pink, white

Varieties: Scopana.Love, Crawfish, Monster‘s Paradise, Monster-Liver, Eli-
te, BIG Fish, Elite Strawberry, Osmotic Oriental Spice, Banana, Uncle Bait

Var: Scopana.Love, Crawfish, Monster‘s Paradise, Monster-Liver, Elite, BIG 
Fish, Elite Strawberry, Osmotic Oriental Spice, Banana, Uncle Bait
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PIMP YOUR BAITS,
FEED LESS,

CATCH MORE!

Liquid-Powder Paste 180 g 10,90 €

Andreas Filusch: „Without my Carptrack additi-
ves, I don‘t go fishing! The bite rate, especially in 
difficult conditions, has increased enormously since 
I pimped my food afterwards!“

Andreas Filusch, cold east wind and
nevertheless fish with LP paste!

30 TIMES PIMP - FOR BIG ONES!

Since 15 
years 

the Hit!

Pair for
Big Ones

GLM Fullfat, 
NR.1 attractor

inP and you catch 
carp like never before!

Evergreen: outdated 
or up to date?

Fishoil the
extra class

NHDC works wonders - 
say our customers!

Attention: pulls
moisture and fish!

AMINO COMPLEX LIQUID
- IS NOT WITH US JUST 
UNDER THE HAND ...Liquid Amino - 

bestseller!

IB Carptrack Additive Content Dosage per kg Price
inLiquid 300 ml up to 30 ml 9,90 €
inLiquid BIG ONE 1000 ml up to 30 ml 24,90 €
Powder 100 g up to 25 g 7,90 €
Powder BIG ONE 400 g up to 25 g 19,90 €
Powder MEGA ONE 1000 g up to 25 g 34,90 €
inP 150 g 20 - 40 g 9,50 €
inP BIG ONE 500 g 20 - 40 g 24,90 €
inP MEGA ONE 1000 g 20 - 40 g 44,90 €
Liquid Amino 300 ml 20 - 40 ml 9,90 €
Liquid Amino BIG ONE 1000 ml 20 - 40 ml 24,90 €
NHDC Liquid 65 ml 3 - 7 ml 14,90 €
NHDC Liquid BIG ONE 300 ml 3 - 7 ml 39,90 €
GLM full-fat blend 100 g 5 - 30 g 17,90 €
GLM full-fat blend BIG ONE 500 g 5 - 30 g 79,90 €
Intense Fish Oil 300 ml 20 - 40 ml 8,90 €
Intense Fish Oil BIG ONE 1000 ml 20 - 40 ml 22,90 €
Pure Liver 150 g bis 50 g 12,50 €
Pure Liver BIG ONE 500 g bis 50 g 29,90 €
Pure Betaine 150 g 5 - 10 g 10,90 €
Pure Betaine BIG ONE 600 g 5 - 10 g 29,90 €
Amino Complex Liquid 300 ml 25 - 50 ml 14,50 €
Amino Complex Liquid BIG ONE 1000 ml 25 - 50 ml 29,90 €
Amino Complex Powder 150 g 25 - 50 g 13,90 €
Amino Complex Powder BIG ONE 500 g 25 - 50 g 34,90 €

inLiquid & Powder
Natural products with seductive powers. Targeted additions of 
L-Amino Acids for the highest possible stimulation, triggering 
Maillard Reaction for a unique aroma. 1 part inLiquid and 7parts 
Powder build the fantastic Liquid Powder Paste to create yourself.

inP
Water soluble Powder Enhancer that signals food. 
Liver, lecithin and yeast give it a strong attraction.
Well watersoluble, even in winter.

Liquid Amino - maybe the most attractiv additiv without 
changing the bas character of the bait!
Triggers a strong feeding stimulus. Subtle smell, maximum 
taste. Ingredients: Dissolved Betaine (N-Trimethylglycin), 
L-Methionine, L-Cysteine, L-Alanine, L-Arginine, L-Proline, 
L-Arginine, L-Tryptophan, Vitamin B6, Protein, Carbohydrates

Carptrack Additives 
 to pimp boilies, boilie mixes, stick-
 mixes and pellets!

NHDC Liquid - the original (natural sweetener)
1800 times sweeter than refined sugar, without turning bitter or 
tangy, unique in taste and the best sweetener for fishing! Extre-
mely taste enhancing all other ingredients.
Attention: pure NHDC is not water soluble. We have found a 
technic to make it soluble and sell it as a highly concentrated 
liquid. Compare and decide for the best.

GLM full fat blend (premium version)
Extremely stimulating and attractive to the carp. The difference 
to the fat-free, cheaper version is massive. Fat is one of the main 
taste carriers and makes our GLM full-fat blend taste and smell 
much more intense and more catchy! Try it!

Intense Fish Oil
New! 50/50 blend of fish oil and salmon oil - even more Omega3 fatty 
acids, even more attraction! Pure, intense fishy taste, renowned as an 
instant attractor. Fish oil rises up and therefor attracts carp at all water 
levels. Bring the attraction up!

Pure Liver
High percentage of different ami-
no acids, renowned for years as 
one of the best carp attractors. 
Very intense in taste and smell.

Pure Betaine
It was kept under wraps as a secret 
ingredient. High content of diffe-
rent amino acids. Intense unmis-
takable smell and taste.

Amino Complex Liquid & Powder
All Carptrack Additives, liquid or dry, combined to one Powder/
Liquid. Strongest Amino Power, incomparable smell and taste at 
the highest solubility.

FRESHLY 
PIMPED 
BOILIES

DRY AFTER 
2-3 HOURS 

The most attractive carp bait ever!
IB Carptrack Liquid-Powder Paste (ready to use in tub)
The famous IB Carptrack Additive inLiquid and Powder (page 18), when mixed to a 
ratio of 1 part liquid to 7 parts powder, make the renowned ‘Liquid-Powder-Paste’.
Many well-known anglers like to wrap this dough around their hook baits. 
They prepare the bait before their sessions and store the covered hook bait in a bag or a 
tub. To avoid sticking, the bait should be sprinkled with powder, GLM full-fat or other 
meals. That way you can preserve the hook baits for weeks even months!

The paste keeps its intense smell and releases 
the strong attractant over 10-50 hours.

After 1 hour in water After 12 hours in water After 16 hours in water

GOT THE PASTE, GET THE FISH!20 21



Jan Federmann swears by this tactic to create a quick bite. He mixes 20/80 additives 
with soil or sand and tilts the bucket at the spot. This creates an extreme cloud with 
incredible smell and taste underwater. Nearby fish will immediately notice!

Soil / Sand trick with Squid-Liver, 
Protein Concentrate and / or ADD FAT!

The plus for the
extra fish!

... some start with it and 
then just stay with it!

... ideal for prebound and 
already baited rigs!

Jan Federmann, has been fishing with IB for over 11 years 
and knows exactly why he does not want anything else!

‘Give me 4’ Dips and Gels
Fill the IB Klickbox after your own taste.
IB Klickbox filled with 4tubs, content to be chosen by you:
- Carptrack Amino Dip 150ml (any range of your choice)
- Carptrack Amino Gel 100g (any range of your choice)
+ Measuring jug
+ Imperial Baits sticker

Our favourite starter kits for your success

Uncle Bait – Extra Strong – The Starter Pack
Containing:
- 1kg Uncle Bait – Extra Strong (16 or 20mm)
- 40g Uncle Bait ‘The Pop Up’ (16 or 20mm)
- 50ml Uncle Bait ‘The Amino Dip’
- 30g Uncle Bait ‘The Amino Gel’
+ Imperial Baits Clickbox
+ Uncle Bait sticker

The undefeated best seller:
‘Give me 4 – Pimp my Bait Box’

IB Clickbox filled with:
- 300ml inLiquid, 300ml Liquid Amino (Liquid)
- 100g Powder, 150g inP (powders)
+ Measuring jug
+ Imperial Baits sticker

“Give me 4” - Dips & Gels 35,00 €
“Give me 4” - Dips & Gels + 180 g Liquid-Powder Paste 39,90 €

“Give me 4 - Pimp my Bait Box” 29,90 €
“Give me 4 - Pimp my Bait Box” + 180 g Liquid-Powder Paste 35,00 €

OPTIONAL

ENOUGH FOR AT LEAST
30 KG BOILIES!

ENOUGH FOR AT LEAST
200 HOOKBAITS

Imperial Baits Starter Pack
IB Sample boilie Box (10 small individual compartments) filled with:
- 10 piece sample boilie set (all current boilies available)
   each 3 boilies 2 x 16 mm 1 x 20 mm per variety
- current IB catalogue materials
- current flyers (deals, games, and more)
- 8 piece sticker set
- presentation folder

Uncle Baits - Extra Strong - The Starter Pack 29,90 € Imperial Baits Starterpack 6,50 € (amount will be credited upon subsequent order)

Empty Click box 4,90 €

Clickbox small with 10 positions 4,50 €

IB Carptrack Squid-Liver Meal
The Carptrack Squid-Liver Meal Concen-
trate has high free amino acid content. 
This very attractive boilie component is 
usually used as 10-25% of the boilie mix. 
It allows you to pimp even the most basic 
home mix. 
It is very intense in taste and will give your 
recipe a convincing attraction in all condi-
tions. Carp love Squid-Liver, you can’t use 
too much!

IB Carptrack Protein Concentrate
High protein and lower ash content, whilst ea-
sily digestible. A big part of water soluble pro-
tein, excellent binding-, pelletiser- and extrusi-
on-characteristics. Extremely stimulating effect 
on carp. Use 5-10% Protein Concentrate in 
your boilie mix. Carptrack Protein Boilie Con-
centrate is a vital ingredient in all Carptrack 
Boilie mixes.
Successful anglers across Europe trust this 
product – because it works! 

IB Carptrack ADD FAT
Fat is the number one carrier of taste. Add Fat is
based on a special fish meal and contains aro-
mas which provide a unique and strong meaty 
flavour. 
Round up your own boilie mix or ground bait 
with Add Fat and intensify your flavours. Fat is 
one of the most important energy sources and 
also a carrier of Vitamins like A, D and E. We re-
commend a dosage of 5 - 25% in the boilie mix. 
Fat carp love fat!

1 kg Squid-Liver Flour 10,90 €
2,5 kg Squid-Liver Flour 26,90 €
10 kg Squid-Liver Flour 89,90 €

1 kg Protein Concentrate 6,90 €
2,5 kg Protein Concentrate 15,90 €
10 kg Protein Concentrate 49,90 €

1 kg ADD FAT 6,90 €
3 kg ADD FAT 14,90 €
10 kg ADD FAT 39,90 €

Three building blocks for 
successful carp baits
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Imperial Baits  -  Pimp my Bait

IN NEW 
STYLE

Max Nollert, 24,6 Kilo Rhone Power 
with pimped IB Carptrack CRAWFISH black & white boilies!

PIMP WINS!

GLM - the undisputed star 
among the additives? Yes!

TRENDY 
iBAG STYLE

Introduction
Especially in times of high angling pressure or slack periods due to weather 
conditions, it is more important than ever to introduce extremely attractive 
and not too satiating food, to provide a dissolved trace as a feeding trigger.
The wide range of IB Carptrack Additives gives you a comprehensive reper-
toire at the water, to achieve every time the absolute maximum on your chase 
for the big carp!

The soil/sand tip
Mix IB Carptrack ADD FAT, Squid 
Liver and/or Protein Concentrate 
(30%) with soil or sand. This creates 
under water a very attractive and se-
ductive cloud. In addition Carptrack 
additives like inLiquid / inP or GLM 
enhance the attraction of this explo-
sive mix even further.

Which Carptrack Additive matches which boilie type? 
Due to the savoury, very strong smell and taste of Carptrack inLiquid and Pow-
der, these are the perfect addition for stinky boilies. Both components adhere 
very well to the boilie and work for a long time under water. Remember to add 
the powder first and only after mixing them up for the first time, to then add the 
liquid component. That guarantees a perfect distribution.

The scent of Carptrack Liquid Amino and inP doesn’t quite come across as tasty 
banana or strawberry, but this Additive creates a highly attractive composition 
with our sweet boilies. A little bit like the salt in your soup! These water solubles 
also work in waters, where the stinkers don’t do the job. Especially in winter, you 
should favour Liquid Amino & inP and then, obviously due to their high water 
solubility, also on the stinkers.

Both options can be enhanced to own taste with GLM full-fat blend, NHDC, 
Pure Betain, Pure Liver or Intense Fish Oil.

Carptrack GLM full-fat blend
There aren’t enough words to describe the energetic taste difference between GLM 
full-fat blend and other de-fatted variations of GLM available in the market. Oils 
and fat are the main flavour carriers of solid food, which you still get from our full-
fat. Ordinary, de-fatted GLM enters the fishing- and angling industry as a waste 
product. Not at Imperial Baits! We have produced a 50/50 blend, which perfectly 
combines the advantages of water solubility, as well as the taste potential through 
fat and oil. Carptrack GLM is an important ingredient in some of the boilies in our 
range, but we also still use it to further pimp the surface of the baits. 
The effect on the carp is very special, even when sparingly (5-30 g/kg) used. 
In addition with other Carptrack Additives, the already strong attraction can be 
enhanced even further. Combine it with Liquid Amino and...!

Carp like it sweet!
NHDC is 1800 times sweeter than sugar, without being bitter or sharp. 
An additive that we recommend for all pimp variations, no matter if fishy or fruity. 
3-7 ml / kg are more than enough. Use it to enrich for example Liquid Amino or 
Carptrack inLiquid and then add it to your bait. NDHC acts as a flavour enhancer 
for all ingredients and result in significantly more fish.

The advantages at a glance
- Less feeding needed, as each bait disperses more attraction
- Less risk of over-feeding
- Initial and prolonged attraction in the water
- Due to less food, the fish is quicker at the hook bait

We don’t want you to spend more! 
We want you to catch more!
Reduce the amount you feed by the cost of the enhancement, you can afford it!

10 TIMES PIMP

What is a 10, 20 or 30 TIMES PIMP?
With a mixing ratio of, for example, 30g of a powder and 30ml of a liquid addi-
tive, you get the perfect, renowned Carptrack crust, without your bait becoming 
sticky. Solid for the launcher after a few hours of drying!
Notice: Leave the top off whilst drying!

20 TIMES PIMP 30 TIMES PIMP
iBag 7,90 €
3 pcs. iBag 19,90 €

iBag – comfortable carrier bag with quick velcro closing
Environmentally friendly produced from R-PET (recycled 
plastic bottles), robust seams, velcro flaps for secure closure. 
Straps in the perfect length to carry the bag comfortably over 
the shoulder.
MEASUREMENTS: 40 cm B x 20 cm T x 35 cm H

iBox 12,5 litre 7,90 €
3 pcs. iBox 12,5 litre 19,90 €

iBox 12,5 Litre & iBox the Big One 30 Litre
Practical with many uses, very secure closure which keeps out water and keeps
scents in. Can be used for clothing, food, carp sack or sling, small tackle, or for 
the classic transport of bait. Made from nylon reinforced plastic, freezer safe, very 
strong, and great use of space. Additional insert (7 Litre) with the iBox 30 Litre, for 
small items, Carptrack Additive, Dips and Gels or for the mixing of stick mixes.

iBox 30 litre incl. 7 litre insert 18,90 €
3 pcs. iBox 30 litre incl. 7 litre insert 49,90 €
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Sergio Ceccarelli loves his 
Temptation MK III cork!

Max Nollert Temptation MK III
Part Duplon or full cork handle

Max Nollert Temptation MK3 12ft 2,75-3,25lb
The third generation of this well established and extremely popular 
bestseller made of IM7 woven Carbon. 2,75 – 3,25lb in one rod.

Specifications:
• IM7 woven carbon
• Polished, with a clear varnish finish
• Casting weight 80-200g, max 250g with a pendulum cast
• 6 + 1 SIC rings

Characteristics:
Epoxy varnish from guide ring to about 1cm before the slip 
over connection. The rod has a sensitive tip and a strong, dy-
namic spine. 
Extremely long pull, great to remain tension, even during 
quick and abrupt direction change of the carp or in rough wa-
ters when drilling from the boat or bank.

The new Max Nollert Temptation Ten – 10ft/3lb – Feel the fish!
Compact, light, balanced quick reaction and sensitive

Designed and developed for… 
…the modern cap angler, when using an inflatable boat, to place the rods and/or 
for drilling from the boat. The brand new rod by Max Nollert is also great for over-
grown spots and stalking, fishing between the trees.

Specifications:
• Only 295g and perfectly balanced
• Quick, reactive parabolic action
• Material: IM7 Woven Carbon, polished and clear varnished. 
   For the tip section, as custom with the Temptation since 2002, we use a finer  
   woven structure for more sensitivity. 
• New ring style: BKWAG ‘double foot’, specifically formed to prevent tangling 
   whilst casting.
• 6 + 1 SIC rings in the following sizes: 30-25-20-16-12-10-10
• Extra tight reel seat due to RAMBO size 18 reel holder, black edition
• Classic full cork handle, extremely stylish, slightly narrowing towards the butt, 
   for the perfect grip.
• Orange ornamental thread
• Finish: Metal cap with beautifully engraved IB logo.

Max Nollert Temptation Ten
10 feet and full cork handle

IF Rod Bands - 2 pieces 7,90 €

Temptation MK3 12ft 2,75-3,25lb - Part Duplon 229 €
Temptation MK3 12ft 2,75-3,25lb - full cork handle 249 €

Temptation Ten 10ft 3lb - full cork handle 229 €
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YouTube Video online: IF Combi Carpo G2 
- the best Rod pod ever?

IF Combi Carpo G2
The new version of the bestselling rod pod „Combi Carpo“! 

Only at Imperial Fishing with the curved buzzer bars!

There is hardly any rod pod that is more versatile than the Combi Carpo and on all types of wa-
ters with 2, 3, or 4 rods! For that reason the Combi Carpo is our first choice.  
The Combi Carpo has a small pack up size, a fast build up time, it is highly stable, and has great 
functionality. No matter if you fish with 2, 3, or 4 rods you are always looking good on the water, 
and with the adapter you can mount the pod on the transom and you have an awesome boat pod. 
The upper portion (the seesaw) can be individually adjusted in its angle. The adjustment from 
waters surface to a high pod can be done in seconds. Nothing is worse than poking around with 
bank sticks trying to find a decent hold. The three legs of the Combi hold everywhere, even on 
steep ledges!

The Combi Carpo and its dream measurements of 90/60/90
90: The tripod from Combi Carpo is delivered with 50cm extension legs. 
       In its built up position you come to 90cm leg length.
60: That is the hight off the ground of the tripod without the seesaw attached.
90: The seesaw with the height adjustable buzzer bars and the mounted 
       bite alarms come to a height of 90cm. New version G2 even 100 cm!!

What has changed on the new model?
The main thing in „what is different“ is that there 
are no longer these arches in the front and back. 
These took up a lot of room in storage and as seen 
in the photos they are divided. The buzzer bars 
holder (the tubes) are a bit longer and lay flat later 
in the bag which comes in delivery. So in the end 
we have a slimmer pack size and a higher versati-
lity when adjusting the buzzer bars in height. 

In the end there is to say: Amiaud Combi Carpo 
G2 is a thousand time proven system and now 
it is even better.

Telescoping 4er buzzer 
bars in the front!

IF Combi Carpo G2 - INOX 649 €
IF Combi Carpo G2 - STAHL / grün 395 €

A MATTER OF HONOR: 
STEEL OR STAINLESS 

STEEL?

THE STEEL VERSION IN NATURE-FRIENDLY GREEN.

COMBI CARPO
- NOW EVEN MORE

VERSATILE!

The Combi Carpo held the 
rods tight on the bank of 
the Mosel river when the 
strong fish pulled against 

the tight drag.

IN HAPPY EXPECTATION!

Great variability, 
now also in the 
buzzer bars

When wanted it can be 
set up man high, perfect 
for deep water in front 

of the reeds.

No matter where, no 
matter how, the Combi 

Carpo can!

Stainless steel, or steel?
While the stainless steel has a clear optical shine, the 
steel version with its powder coating in a decent green 
tone fits in with the natural environment.
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Adventure carpfishing from the boat 
- a November session!
Beginning of November. It’s been fall for a while already in Germany. Once again this meant off to France – the carp were 
waiting! If it was so easy that the carp were waiting with open mouths at a free fishing spot and all we had to do was place the 
rig in order to be successful. As we know it is not quite so easy – and that is good! It would be way too boring and the phrase 
“business before pleasure” is very true. This also applies to carp fishing and nobody will deny that.

Magic Moments, with René Rex
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Boot ahoi
20 years ago I started fishing for carp from a stationary boat. No comfort back then, but success 
proved me right. The first thing we did for our trip was to adjust our material to the local condi-
tions. Since it was to be a boat trip we fitted the Amiaud Rod Pods with the appropriate mounting 
to fit the back of the boat. In summer I had a saddler build a practical tent for the boat which 
should give us shelter during bad conditions. We also packed our tent heater with thermostat 
because a little comfort can be very useful during the hunt for big carp. Braided lines made of 0,20 
Visible Touch and 30er Snaggy Water in yellow as well as thick mono shock leader up to 0,70 mm 
made their way into our tackle box.

Various safety clips, different heavy leads up to 240g should help us to adapt in the best way in 
many situations. On this trip we put all our eggs in one basket when it came to choice of bait – and 
the basket was called CRAWFISH! Besides many top water-soluble ingredients which had shown 
in the past how successful they are- we counted on the 27% crawfish meal which made this boilie 
especially attractive.
 
Off we went and the nightly trip was stress free as usual because traffic on the French highways 
simply flows at his time of “day” and year.  As the sun was high up in the sky the next day the boat 
was completely loaded in the water and we began the search for our first spot. We attached the 
boat to a metal wall and we had a good feeling as long as no strong breeze or storm would hit us 
from starboard. Due to our position we were able to fish two areas of this canal-lake complex at 
the same time. In tow line we had two rubber boats. One was 2,60 m long with a 4 PS outboard 
motor, the other one was 2,10 m and had a strong electrical motor and a close to five kg very long 
lasting lithium-ion battery. As we expected catfish in the canal and there was a strong current 
during the week we put the bigger boat behind the metal wall in the canal. We explored the area 
with the echo sounder but couldn’t find any special hot spots so we continued driving along the 
metal wall up the channel staying in the lake. Here the echo sounder showed us the spots we were 
looking for. A rise in the river bed, an accumulation of debris that had collected in the 4 m deep 
water as well an especially distinct edge gave us confidence to place our rigs. 

We had coated the outside of our bait at home with frequently tested additives and were now able 
to use dry bait with highly soluble attracting effects. In the lake we were looking for gaps in the 
weeds that were preferably close to thick weed beds. Water plants and vegetation have a magical 
attraction on carp, big open areas are often less productive. 

It was already dark when I put my last rig in the water and the small light of the tent showed me 
the way back to the boat. It was a good feeling to switch into waiting mode after a good day’s work 
and relax with a cup of best coffee with a shot of Bailey’s.

We had a five kg gas bottle for the week and saw no reason not to attach it to the small tent heater 
and fire it up. Although there was summer weather during the day it was impressive how much 
and how fast it cooled down as soon as the sun disappeared on the horizon. Within 10 minutes it 
was hoodie and jacket time. Just as fast as we had put them on we were able to take them off when 
we turned on the heater.  

It splashed in the channel
We were just enjoying our first sip when it splashed in the channel not far from our boat. They 
were here! Soon after the first 12 kg mirror carp slid over the edge of my net. One or two photos 
and the nightly visitor slid back into the water.  Fog came up and we could feel the moistness. 
Inside the tent we were feeling good. We were already in our sleeping bags when Rene’s bite alarm 
started a slow song. Shortly there-after Rene disappeared into the fog. The bite was in the lake 
and we had good reasons to hope that it would be a bigger fish. It was an 18.5 kg common and 
therefore a top start. 

By the next morning I had left another mirror carp of about the same size as the first behind wi-
thout a photo. Another bite I was not able to land because a sharp edge had cut the 0,70 line. The 
next night began.

Big carp on the line?
And then it happened. A perfect run and the reel was spinning. I stepped into the rubber boat, 
started the engine and followed the fish. It pulled down the river and when I was close to him- 
thanks to the gas engine, I shut it off. The rod bowed deep into the water in front of me and that’s 
how I waited for quite a while until I started getting doubts if it was really a carp that I had hooked. 
I was wishing so bad that the jerky moves which indicate a catfish drill wouldn’t show up and to 
my surprise I wasn’t able to detect any.

But it stayed so deep and quiet that it had to be a 30 or 35 kg fish. We went down the river further 
and further. The light of the boat that Rene had switched on at my departure was hardly visible 
any more. I didn’t want to force the drill any longer because I still wasn’t sure that it was a carp. 
So I continued drilling hoping for a big carp. The minutes were passing and the opponent was 
getting tired and slowly came to the surface. I was so curious what I would see any second but it 
kept me tantalized and went down deeper once gain. The drill had been going on for so long that 
without seeing the fish I didn’t think any more it would be a carp. Bubbles came to the surface, the 
fish followed and yes – it was a catfish. I applied a lot of pressure and shortly after the fish was in 
my boat. Compared to the catfish that we had caught on the Rhine during the summer this one 
was not all that big but the stretch that I had to drive with my small gas fueled boat against the 
current was much, much bigger. Rene had already expected a catfish although he still had hope 
that I would come back with a huge carp. We took photos, I put the rod back into the water and 
threw a handful of boilies in right behind it with the picture in my mind of the catfish at the bot-
tom of the canal who would soon suck them in – some more handfuls followed. Back in the tent I 

warmed up and told Rene about the feelings I had during the drill. At some point during the night 
another bite came on the same rod and shortly after I was in the same situation again. This time I 
sped up the drill sooner and the jerky moves of the catfish were triggered. This catfish was a little 
smaller, I set it free right away, put the rod back in, fed a little and imagined once more how the 
boilies would disappear in the catfish’s mouth. I wished I had a boilie that catfish don’t like and 
carp love – and maybe someday – with a little luck – I will find the recipe for such a boilie. Most 
of the time a little less food helps, but you always need a little bit of fishing time on the spot to find 
the right strategy. The rest of the night and the following morning didn’t produce a single usable 
bite. No matter in which water you fish, usually the morning before 10 or 11 a.m. always brings a 
fish. Sometimes even a special one. But not today.  

The Move
We decided to head to a different spot. Boat fishing makes moving especially nice and easy. Rods 
in, cast off, and away you go. We fished a different place in the lake for two days where we could 
only catch one more middle sized carp and then we moved out on the lake and down the canal. 
We reached a wide spot with huge trees laying in the water on the right side of the area, a clear hot 
spot, because the water depth of 2,5-4,5 m around the trees. This was ideal. 

First we attached our boat upstream of the trees, then we sat in the small iBOAT and drove over 
to the trees with smooth paddle strokes, slowly and soundless. Rene spotted her first and before I 
could turn around she had disappeared. It was carp around 20 kilo which felt safe in the trees. The 
plan was now to get that carp as safe as possible onto the hook and into the net. We checked the 
area and positions of the trees more detailed and decided it would be strategically best to place the 
boat on the other side downstream of the trees. 

Only 20-25 m away we attached the boat and placed our rigs on small sandy areas within the weed 
bed just before the trees. Of course we used our thickest lines and strongest hooks and fastened 
our drag to the limit. A tug test we conducted on the line from within the boat ensured us that 
even during the strongest run the rods would remain safely on the rodpod. A freshly hooked carp 
would have to move to the left or to the right in order to follow its flight instinct. We set the swin-
gers tight on the edge of the blank to ensure there was no free line.

The Take
It was not until 11:00 a.m. the next morning when Rene’s bite alarm went off. Rene, who was in 
his open sleeping bag with his shoes on was up right away. Rene was able to apply a lot of pressure 
with the Temptation and was still flexible enough to reduce a slitting of the hook to a minimum. 
It was beautiful to watch how the rod bowed and the carp had to move to the left and to the right 
just as we had planned. Rene gained more and more line. As long as the carp cannot speed up 
during the drill chances are good. This is one of the most important factors when drilling in front 
of obstacles. The right equipment and the right drill tactics make the difference. When the danger 
of the trees was gone Rene jumped into the small boat and drove out on the open water. I followed 
him with the camera and was able to film the beautiful boat drill of the 19,7 kg mirror carp. Rene’s 
estimation of the fish weight had been correct. Besides the rods at the woods we had placed more 
downstream near the shore because there were fields of water plants and it seemed likely that the 
carp would be there to feed. Close to 21:00 came the first bite on a deeper rod. But as soon as we 
picked up the rod it seemed clear that it was no carp. A big chub had liked our crawfish boilies. 
The nights in winter after the clocks have been changed are long and while it is very comfortable 
in the tent it is also nice when there is something to do. 

Amusement and ….. BAM!
Watching DVDs while fishing is not our thing. The newspapers we had brought were already read 
and that was when I had the idea to start the good old Backgammon which I had loaded on my 
Ipad recently. An amusing game with nice battle effect made the time to the next bite pass quickly. 
All of a sudden I was standing in the back of the boat with a bent rod in the middle of the night. 
The bite had happened in free water and I just wanted to enter the rubber boat when the fish 
turned all of a sudden and raced towards me with high speed. I had no other choice than reeling 
up the line as fast as possible in order to keep up the pressure. He seemed to know exactly what he 
was doing and when he was only 5 m away from the back of the boat I jumped into the inflatable 

Right or left, which side brings?

The fog - the return!

Quite untypical but exciting: for a long 
time it was not clear if it was a carp or a cat-

fish. I drove at least 3 km down the river!

The deadwood was alive and kicking!

...over the moon!
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to have a better chance to lead the fish that was darting underneath the main boat. It was swim-
ming directly towards the engine, I pushed the rod halfway into the water to avoid contact with 
the propeller and asked Rene to bring up the engine as fast as possible. I was afraid the line had 
been caught in the propeller already when Rene gave a thumbs up when he saw the line in about 
1 m depth passing our anchor rod. I couldn’t and wasn’t allowed to put up any more pressure and 
had to rely on Rene, who had the line in his hands in the meantime and stayed calm. The fish had 
swam already underneath the fiberglass boat and was already on its way to the woods upstream of 
us, at the same time it was losing power. Rene realized that and led the fish gently on the line over 
his hand. I could only watch from the other side. Rene got into the second inflatable which was 
still attached tightly to the base boat and that made it easier for him to keep the fish away from 
the anchor rod and the single tree trunk at the front of our boat where we had attached a rope. 
On this “half tennis court” there were three critical areas where the carp shouldn’t be allowed to 
flee- by any means. 

Played by hand
Over 15 years ago we had drilled many fish that had fled into the deep reed at the Lac Du Der. 
During these drills back then it was a usual thing once we got to the reed to cut off the 20 meters of 
thick mono shock leader, put on our wading pants, follow the fish into the reed and drill it on free 
line with our hands.  It was not a very nice thing but it was different and successful. If you know 
that the pressure we have to put on a carp rod in caution during a drill rarely exceeds two kg (it’s 
even closer to one kg) then you can imagine that feeling is much more important than strength 
during a hand drill. It would be easy to tug on the line with five or more kg. Anyone who is not 
aware of this relation might end up with an empty line after his first hand drill. The fish had gotten 
tired in the meantime. I was still in the rubber boat on the opposite side with my rod and couldn’t 
do much more than hope that Rene was doing the right thing. 

“This one is smaller than mine” Rene called as he prepared me – as he would tell me later – for 
an eventual loss. Because when the fish had surfaced for the first time he had seen very well that 
this fish was a real showpiece. The fish was now right next to Rene’s rubber boat when he put the 
net into the water. With highly raised arm and the line in his hand Rene put the net under the 
fish - it was caught. I turned around and looked at “my” fish, thanked and congratulated Rene for 
his actions. The scale showed a great 24.6 kg – everything was good, very good. Photo, photo, and 
back. That is our carp luck.

One more?
I was in the lead in Backgammon on our last night when Rene got a bite in the free water and 
when he got to his rod he had nothing but loose line. What had happened? Only 5 m of line was 
hanging off the rod which gave us the impression that the line had broken on the surface without 
any nearby obstacles. We speculated that maybe a pike had swam into the line with an open 
mouth or that the line had been damaged through contact with the engine propeller during the 
trip. There was no other explanation. In addition a barb had bit on that pole earlier and we took 
comfort in the thought that it had been another barb. Rene didn’t want to give up in Backgammon 
and so we kept playing until late in the night. The next morning Rene was woken up by the nicest 
alarm clock possible. And it was another fight at the tree field which Rene was able to win in a 
convincing way. Carp in the 15 kilo weight class are often very fierce fighters just like this scaled 
carp which was also our last fish of this November trip. 

And again no late fall trip
The weather was different from what we are used to in late fall. During past years I had been 
disappointed by our October trips which seemed like summer trips. The change of the climate is 
very visible. What seems to be an advantage for us carp anglers is that longer vegetation periods 
mean a longer feeding period for carp. In addition, the stocking measures like the Romanian 
breed carp at Lac Du Der lead to monster carp of 90 german pounds. For our earth the change of 
climate is unfortunately an increasingly frightening situation. Through global warming melting 
pole caps will provide not only our Dutch friends with wet feet, but also the cutting down of the 
rain forests diminishes the particles in the air above the forests which rain drops want to coagulate 
with. Therefore the flow of billions of cubic meters of water above the rain forest gets smaller and 
our green lung gets weaker. The forests need the rain and the rain also needs the forest – that’s the 
latest findings. 

There are two sides to each coin. There will be a 50 kilo carp at some point, let’s hope that the earth 
can find a good possibility to combine big carp with a healthy environment and nature!

In this spirit, good luck and tight lines!  max nollert

24,6 kg caught on IB Captrack
CRAWFISH black & white boilies

Stunnig carp after a hard fight!

The big one of the session!

Like in a picture book!

no words

We love to fish!
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Maike Prinz loves her natural lakes in Mecklenburg Germany. There it is often the 
case that she needs to place her baits hundreds of meters from shore. When there 
is a lot of line on the reel, and you need to have good bite indication at distance the 
0,17mm braided line is the way to go.

Braided lines for long-distance!SUPERIOR BRAIDED MAINLINES

Shock‘it 0,50 / 0,60 / 0,70 mm 8,90 €

Shock ‘it – Monofile Shocklead
Extremely abrasion resistant, high knot strength, great cas-
ting characteristics, amazing distension, subtle colour, ideal 
in combination with our braided lines.

Visible or Invisible Touch – which one?
0,17mm with 15,4kg, or for the hard-core session use 0,30mm (Snaggy Water) with 
21kg upper limit! Easily visible bright yellow or unobtrusive grey, that is a matter of 
personal taste. These lines are incredibly strong. UV light resistant which give them 
a long life expectancy (up to 10 years).

They have a neutral sinking character, surface sealing, allow extremely long casts 
and are non-tangle.
Knife test: withstands 40-60 passes over the blade, where a standard mono only 
manages 10.

300 m 0,17 mm or 0,30 mm 33,00 €
600 m 0,17 mm or 0,30 mm 66,00 €
900 m 0,17 mm or 0,30 mm 99,00 €
1200 m 0,17 mm or 0,30 mm 132,00 €
1500 m 0,17 mm or 0,30 mm 165,00 €
1800 m 0,17 mm or 0,30 mm 198,00 €

Neutral sinking behaviour
The Invisible / Visible Touch 
remains at the level, where 
the angler placed it.

From the boat: In order to avoid line contact with driftwood and other obstacles, 
hold the tip under the surface when driving back from the spot. That way the line 
stays under the water, where it will remain due to its denseness.

From the bank: When casting out your rod, we recommend a led, which will 
pull the line to about 0,5 – 1m depth. Drop leads with a line connection to the 
shore are perfectly suited. 

SHOCK IT: For both options there should be a monofile shock on the end, which 
will sink unobtrusively to the ground and provide distension to your complete 
line set up.amount of stretch.

FREE 100 m

SHOCK IT

TOP 
from 900 m

(mono shock
leader)

300 m = 33,00 €
600 m = 66,00 €
900 m = 99,00 € + 1 x SHOCK IT
1200 m = 132,00 €  "
1500 m = 165,00 €  "
1800 m = 198,00 € + 2 x SHOCK ITBe

st
 p

ric
es

TIP: SHOCK IT!
The last 15 – 30m should be a 
monofile shock lead in a 0,50 
– 0,70mm strength. It sinks, is 
almost invisible and extremely 
abrasion resistant, whilst provi-
ding distension on the final drill. 
Tried and tested 100.000!

The unbelievable knife test on YouTube

The Invisible / Visible Touch lasts up to 
50 – 60 runs across the blade, where a 40 
Mono over the same blade lasts only 10.

YouTube search: Imperial Fishing Visible Touch

This perfect placement 
of your lines between the 
surface and obstacles on 
the ground is only possib-
le with the neutral sinking 
behaviour of the Invisible / 
Visible Touch!

Advantages of Visible and Invisible Touch
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Secure spot indication with the buoyant marker poles

Location: Lac du Der-Chantecoq, Photo Max Nollert

Imperial Fishing marker float 6,5m long, incl. 1,5kg weight and bag
Due to the powerful reflector foil at the tip of the float, you’ll be able to view the IF marker float from up to 220m with a stan-
dard head torch. Manufactured to the highest standard. So far no breakage has occurred during average usage.
The marker poles can be adjusted up to 50cm of the water depth and is also a great tool to feel the ground. Especially in windy 
conditions, the IB Marker poles makes precise placement and feeding on the spot much easier, even in flowing waters.

IF bouyont marker pole 6,5 m long incl. 1,5 kg weight & bag 69,90 €
IF bouyont marker pole extension part 1 meter 7,90 €
IF marker sticklights - yellow / red / green / blue 24,90 €

Returning is always just a short break 
from our next great adventure.
Matteo Paini, 2016

Gripper 80 – 300g
- High density mix, with Magnetite content (naturally derived – lifetime corrosion-free!)

- Almost twice as heavy as stone-‘leads’ with swivel
- Significantly smaller volume than lead-free weights from other manufacturers
- Less sinkage into sludge
- Quicker to retrieve from the ground, less risk of hanging
- More grip, due to bigger surface space
- Improved hooking, due to larger surface space
- Minimised ascend risk (due to bigger volume, more water resistance, follows the carp more smoothly)

- Absorbs aroma (for example Flavours, Dips, Gels) and releases them slowly
- Sinks slower and with less impact to the ground, compared to other weights
- Doesn’t require coating, which could come off at ground contact
- If they can, the iRocks are not detectable by carp!!
- Environmentally friendly – non-toxic! No lead, no wolfram!

iRock offers many technical advantages for the utmost success in fishing and 
are in addition completely harmless for our environment. For the first time en-
vironmental awareness is even a bit cheaper than pollution!

iRocks can also be dipped, as they have been developed to be able to absorb 
aroma. Even though it may sound a bit strange, but it’s already a trend in other 
angling disciplines for a while. 
We can promise you this; it will be a hot topic now and even more in future.

Note:
iRock has a slightly higher resistance when long-range casting. Due to its qua-
lities, you can then use lighter iRocks. iRock Inline long-range options, also 
under 100 g, are with UFO sinker in development.

iRock - „more fish, more sportive, more gentle!”

iRock Gripper - 80 g / 1 piece 1,60 €
iRock Gripper - 100 g / 1 piece 1,90 €
iRock Gripper - 120 g / 1 piece 2,10 €
iRock Gripper - 140 g / 1 piece 2,25 €
iRock Gripper - 160 g / 1 piece 2,40 €
iRock Gripper - 180 g / 1 piece 2,50 €
iRock Gripper - 200 g / 1 piece 2,50 €
iRock Gripper - 250 g / 1 piece 3,10 €
iRock Gripper - 300 g / 1 piece 3,40 €

iRocks can easily be retrieved with a magnet on 
a string or pole. This is due to the corrosion-free 
Magnetite.
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Carp‘R‘Us News 2018

Terminal Tackle we can trust!
At www.carprus.de you can find the entire range of our selected terminal tackle, which has been used for decades across all of Europe.
In this catalogue we present you with our TOP TEN Carp’R’Us products. We trust they will help you land your dream carp safely.

Carp‘R‘Us - LED Bivvy Light - white & red 49,90 €
Carp‘R‘Us - LED Bivvy Light - Case 10,90 €

Classic Cap black = 15,90 € Beanie Hat black / blue = 23,90 € Quick Change Ring Swivel - size 8 (8 pcs) = 6,99 €

Quick Change Swivel - size 8 (8 pcs) = 3,99 €

Line Biter Indicator 
red or yellow
(1 pcs) = 10,50 €

Leader SuperStiff
Quick Change Swivel
90 cm / 90 lb (2 pcs) = 7,49 €

Strip-X Rig 25lb with
Continental Snag Hook
size 4 or 6 (2 pcs) = 6,39 €

Measuring Tape 
150 cm = 2,50 €

NEW MATT ATS COATING

MICRO BARB

LONGER POINT

INCREDIBLY STRONG

SHANK IS DESIGNED TO HAVE A STRAIGHT EYE

We’re pleased to introduce you a new hook in our range made by a UK company Carp’R’Us.

The shank is designed to have a straight eye. The point is a bit longer than on the other hooks in the range and has a micro barb. Longer point enables 
the hook to penetrate the carp’s mouth easier and the micro barb minimalizes any damage. Same as all the hooks in our range, also the Predator is 

manufactured in Japan by the most respected and the best hook manufacturer using the highest quality Japanese steel. Hooks are tempered using 
our patented proces which gives them great strength and long-lasting sharpness. The new matt ATS coating without the use of teflon ensures longtime 

protection against corrosion but doesn’t effect the hook’s strength unlike the teflon coating.

FOR MORE INFORMATIONS CLICK TO OUR ESHOP WWW.NIKL.CZ

Details about the new Predator ATS:
The shank runs out from a straight eye. The point is a bit longer than the 
other CRU hook models and has a micro barb. The smaller barb ensures a 
good hook up in the carp’s lip. Like all Carp’R’Us hooks the Predator is made 
from the best Japanese hook manufacturer and uses only the strongest Japa-
nese steel. The hooks are hardened with a Carp’R’Us patented method so that 
they are very strong and maintain a long lasting sharp hook point. The new 
ATS coating which does not include Teflon ensures that there is no corrosi-
on, and unlike Teflon this coating will not affect the hook and lead to failure 
through opening.

Brand new forged: the Carp’R’Us Predator ATS!
- made of the strongest Japanese steel!
- patented curing process!
- matt, corrosion resistant coating!
- NO Teflon = NO bend!

Fluorocarbon Rig Centurion 2000
size 4 (2 pcs) = 6,39 €

Centurion 2000 ATS
The Centurion 2000 ATS has been developed for extreme conditions, for example 
fishing with a locked break in front of and behind obstacles. There is no known 
case of an up bend Centurion 2000.
This and the Continental Snag Hook are the only ones in the Carp’R’Us Range 
with a straight hook tip and without bent hook ear.
We created an ultra-strong hook hold. For the best hook characteristics we use 
the ‘Mouthsnagger’ in addition.

10 pcs. Carp‘R‘Us Centurion 2000 ATS - size 2, 4, 6, 8 5,99 €
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WE RECOMMEND 
iROCKS

Daniel Trocha, Danube Big One 
with Carp‘R‘Us Strip-X, Centurion 
2000 size 4 and Mouthsnagger red!

CARP‘R‘US IS HIP STUFF!

Continental Snag Hook ATS
An extended version of the original Centurion 2000!
The hook shank was minimally extended. The ‘Flip & Turn’ effect in combination 
with a ‘Mouthsnagger’ is surprisingly good.
Even if you fish with stiffer materials like mono- or fluorocarbon, it will still turn 
swiftly in the lower lip.
An ideal weapon for big carp in tough conditions and extremely obstructive areas.
We caught in the past catfish over 2 meters with no hooks bent or broken.
- Fighting metal!

10 pcs. Carp‘R‘Us Continental Snag Hook ATS - size 2, 4, 6 5,99 €

Mouthsnagger – available in 2 sizes and 5 colours
The original, patented Carp’R’Us Mouthsnagger conquered the market as a simp-
le replacement for a shrink tube with the ‘Line-Aligner’ bait presentation.
The Mouthsnagger improves the turning qualities of the hook and minimises the 
risk of a blow-out.
They improve the hook efficiency and will give you more hooked fish.
The Mouthsnagger can be used with all common carp hook models.
Once the hook is blunt, the Mouthsnagger can easily be pulled off and be re-used. 
Mouthsnagger and the hook it set!

Tiny worms – 
huge effect!
8 pcs. Mouthsnagger Standard / Shorty 4,99 €

Colours: black, clear,  green, brown or the special edition ‘Maggot Mouthsnagger Red’

Gizmo Swivels
A specially developed quick-change system for hook leaders, which fits into all 
common Lead Clips and Inline Leads.
Gizmo Quick Change Swivels allow a quick separation between mainline and rig, 
without having to tie or release a knot. No additional rubber protection over the 
swivel required. Your rig sits securely, even during the most turbulent drill.

8 pcs. Gizmo Swivels - size 8 5,39 €
8 pcs. Gizmo Swivels - size 11 5,39 €

Bead & Ring Kit
The Bead & Ring Kit was specifically developed for the use of Sliding Ring Rigs 
or the 360° Rig. The pearls are made of a special material, which sits extra tightly 
on the hook shank. They are also great for a flexible boilie hair position. Easy to 
attach and transparent. 
For power-casting also available in the ‘Long Distance’ version!

Bead & Ring Kit (20 pearls, 10 rings) 5,19 €
Bead & Ring Kit Long Distance (12 pearls, 6 rings) 5,19 €

Antitangle Sleeves
The Anti Tangle Sleeves are extremely versatile. We recommend them in combi-
nation with the Gizmo Quick Change Swivel – they are a perfect match.
Ideal for the prevention of tangled Soft- or extra-long Combi-Rigs.
Carp’R’Us Antitangle Sleeves are extremely tear-resistant and stretchy.

15 pcs. Anti tangle Sleeves 4,79 €

Snag Clip / Lead Clip / Safety Clip
You have the control over three different settings, to which resistance the weight 
should be released. It is the only clip that allows the fish to drop everything but 
the hook-link in case of a line breakage. You can find the video explaining in our 
online shop. Perfect for long distance fishing. Can be safely used with Leadcore, 
Monocarbon, Fluorocarbon and braided lines.

6 pcs. Snag Clip weed 6,49 € 6 pcs. Snag Clip silt 6,49 €
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Jan Federmann with golden common in the morning

Combi rigs made of Fluorocarbon 
or Strip-X are his favourites!
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NEW 2018: iBoat 500 
Max Comfort / Integrale / PLUS – the new dimension for boatfishing!

Comfort measurements: 5,0 X 2,2 Meters!
Advantages over a hard bottom (fiberglass, alu) boat:
- Comfortable boat angling at a small price
- No trailer or covered storage place needed
- No extra trailer license needed like with hard bottom boat
- Small pack size (see photo) fits in every estate wagon with tackle
- With 14 attached D-rings it is perfectly designed to fit the Black Cat Cave Boat tent
- Another 7 D-rings for the attachment of anchor ropes
- Optional integrated double bed system with room to pass through the middle
- Enough storage room and comfortable enough for two to fish more than a few nights
- Large standard equipment package as with all iBoats 

Something special:
For the first time it is possible to have a bed system where you are laying along 
side another as in a large fiberglass boat. And when there is a bite you can ma-
nage to get to the front or the back of the boat without tripping or climbing 
over something. All that in a weather proof tent with enough room that you 
can fish over a longer time in a relaxing and comfortable manner.

V1 iBoat 500 Max Comfort = complete boat including large accessory packet 2490 €
V2 iBoat 500 Max Comfort Integrale = V1 and double bed system 2790 €
V3 iBoat 500 Max Comfort Integrale PLUS = V1 + V2 + boat tent Black Cat Cave 2.0 2999 €

Dimensions of the bedsystem
L 200cm, W 60cm, H 46cm

Distance between bed left and right: 36cm

Weight complete V2 ca. 155 kg
Max load: 1250 kg Max motor weight: 105 kg
Max hp: 40  Max passengers: 8 + 2

Included in delivery:
•    high quality aluminum floor 
•    Large protection strips on the areas where they are needed
•    high pressure air pump with manometer
•    high quality rip proof transport bag with folding design
•    Stainless steel D-rings with many functions to include tent anchoring
•    3 times carrying handles on each side as well as 2 on the front and on the back
•    Owners manual
•    Quick start quide
•    Repair kit to include patch material, valve key, manometer, replacement valve
•    iBoat cover with rope tightening system to cover the entire boatt

Black Cat Cave 2.0 Boatbivvy
The iBoat 500 is perfect adapted on the

anchoring points of the tent.

500cm

160cm

220cm

Adapted but still variable!

Small details
with big
effect!

Through a self-inflatable mat and the transition to the tube,
you come to a proud 70-80cm lying width! 

Inox 
Clicksystem!

Clearwater Fluorocarbon Trace
The Clearwater Fluorocarbon is absolutely invisible under water and sinks like a stone, making no 
further lead necessary. Touch it, tie it, just try it and you will see that Clearwater Fluorocarbon is a truly 
unique trace. Perfect knot strength, rip- and abrasion resistant and tiny extension.
Perfectly suited for Anti Tangle Stiff Rigs and everywhere, where you want to avoid snagging, like on 
the river, locations with high whitefish or crab population or to put down in great depth from the boat.

Carp‘R‘Us Clearwater Fluorocarbon 15 lb / 20 m 12,90 €
Carp‘R‘Us Clearwater Fluorocarbon 25 lb / 20 m 13,90 €
Carp‘R‘Us Clearwater Fluorocarbon 50 lb / 20 m 25,60 €

Coated rig material Strip-X
Strip-X gained massive popularity over the last years through its fantastic knot- and ab-
rasion strength. The special feature is not only the extremely strong core, made of spe-
cial Aerospace Dyneema-Fibre, but also the especially robust outer skin, which won’t 
snap, even when under the heaviest tension. The matt-brown colour allows a discreet 
bait presentation on almost all kind of ground surface.  We especially recommend it for 
combi-rigs or stiff rigs.

Carp‘R‘Us Strip-X 15 lb / 20 m 17,99 €
Carp‘R‘Us Strip-X 25 lb / 20 m 17,99 €
Carp‘R‘Us Strip-X 45 lb / 20 m 17,99 €

Clearwater Fluorocarbon ready Stiff Links
The stiff Fluorocarbon Links have been developed for the use of combi 
rig presentations. The stiff part ensures that the bait sits far away from the 
lead and not on it. Fluorocarbon is completely invisible on the ground 
and therefore has a great advantage to regular lead materials. 
The taped loops on the respective ends have been exclusively manufactu-
red for Carp’R’Us and are stronger than any knot. 
The ring on one end is designed for the quick attachment of Gizmo Quick 
Change Swivel.

STIFF LINK 16,5 cm 30 lb or 50 lb - (3 pcs.) 6,49 €
STIFF LINK 9,5 cm 30 lb or 50 lb - (3 pcs.) 6,49 €

Additional Stiff Links, Leaders and 
Ready Rigs are available online 
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Large accessory package with all iBoats
iBoat 160, 210, 260, 320, 400, 500 / accessories also available individually!

Accessory package with every iBoat!
1.) Black aluminum seat benches with multi position sliding system:
      1 x iBoat 160 / 2 x iBoat 210, 260, 320 / 3 x iBoat 400
2.) Removable bench padding
3.) High pressure air pump with extra power and manometer 
4.) Fender-Expander kit including 3 stainless karabiners and 
     1 quick release hook: 1 x iBoat 160, 210, 260, 320 / 2 x iBoat 400, 500

5.) Rip proof transport bag with folding system (no zippers) and extra 
      strong carrying handles 1 x iBoat 160, 210, 260, 320 / 2 x iBoat 400, 500
6.) Robust iBoat cover with rope tightening system
7.) Black paddles
     2 x iBoat 160, 210, 260, 320 / 4 x iBoat 400 / 2 x stinging paddle iBoat 500
8.) Repair kit with glue, patch material, valve key, manometer, and an extra valve

XXL

Kay Synwoldt / Carp in Focus

iBoat 260

2.)

1.)

3.)

4.)

6.)

7.)

8.)

5.)

No unnecessary coaming

38cm tube diameter for more 
inner space

Black aluminium seat with 
detachable seat cushion

Continuous sliding system 
for the seats

Feather light, rock solid high pressure 
floor up to 0,8 bar

Oarlocks perfectly placed for 
an even distribution of the angler’s 
weight, which allows maximum 
rowing speed.

Optimal paddle length and paddle 
distribution for the maximum 
thrust, leverage and leg room.

Strategically placed, comfortable 
and strongly taped carry straps, 
which won’t catch the line.

Re-set transom for more inner 
space length

Wide pattern for more inside space 
toward the bow.

High-tech PVC material (Dectix)
- Colour green 0,9mm thickness
- Colour realtree 1,0mm thickness 

iBoat = Angling Boat!
No unnecessary line-traps

Robust lead- and 
carry-rope

Thick scuff rails

Indestructible metal 
oarlock tubes

(Still not copied, as of 12/2016)

All attachments double 
taped, with additional 

flaps for a long iBoat
 life, even in extreme 

conditions.

No centralised plugs, angle 
moved toward surface, to 
allow even more stability.

iBoat Features Overview
More inside space than in other inflatable boats - please look for yourself:
iBoat 210 inside space: 1,26 m² iBoat 260 inside space: 1,55 m² iBoat 320 inside space: 2,06 m²  iBoat 400 inside space: 3,00 m²

EXAMPLE iBOAT 320

- iBoat Engineering - own development!
- 5 years warranty on boat skin & attachments!
- High tech PVC material (Decitex 1100)!
- Steel reinforced oarholders - unbreakable!
- All attachments and seams double glued!
- Extensive XXL accessory package!
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Christopher Paschmanns is a 
convinced iBoat driver and has 

several models in action!

Also in the 160 it is comfortable during the fight

Searching spots with the iBoat 160

Zsolt Bundik on the Lac de
Montbel in southern France

Matteo Paini at hot spot search!

René Rex, on the „Way back home“

The iBoat 160 is made of the same strong material as its big brothers. With a 
rock-sold high-pressure floor and a seamless taped keel you’ll steer your boat 
with the utmost stability and on target. A small rear engine (ideally: Rhino Co-
bold) and an echo sounder-pole can be mounted to the transom. It fits set-up into 
most car trunks and is therefore immediately operational.
Your ideal partner for short sessions.

Large standard equipment:
Dark green high pressure floor, high pressure air pump with pressure gau-
ge and carrier bag, Fender-Expander Kit (see page 39), iBoat transport bag, 
detachable transom, Inox D-Ring at the bow, 3 black paddles, 2 x 132cm for 
regular forward rowing and 1 x 230cm for canoe-style paddling, with for-
ward view, paddle holder on the side (also to be used to carry the boat), black 
aluminium seat with continuous sliding system and detachable seat cushion, 
user manual, quick start guide, repair kit: glue, mending kit, valve key, pres-
sure gauge and spare valve

iBoat 160 green (material strength 0.9 mm) 449 €
iBoat 160 realtree (material strength 0.9 mm) 499 €

The iBoat 210, quickly operational and also as dinghy. Enough space for echo sounder, bait bucket and unhooking mat.

The iBoat 260, when you are going on bigger trip by yourself. Enough space to also operate comfortably with two people.

The iBoat 320 for bigger trips. Enough space to carry your entire tackle for over a week, whilst still being able to comfortably row.

iBoat 210 green (material strength 0.9 mm) 750 €
iBoat 210 realtree (material strength 0.9 mm) 799 €

iBoat 260 green (material strength 0.9 mm) 999 €
iBoat 260 realtree (material strength 0.9 mm) 1099 €

iBoat 320 green (material strength 0.9 mm) 1099 €
iBoat 320 realtree (material strength 0.9 mm) 1249 €
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Video iBoat 
production 
on Youtube

iBOAT 260 iBOAT 320

iBoat 160

iBoat 400

Always a boat length ahead, since 2009!

Of course, handmade!

320 with power keel!

With love for details!

Carpspot Chef Sebastian Heinz at 
work on the Lago di Bolsena

The easy way 
of life!

iBoat 400 - the next day!

Mushroom anchor with Fender-Expander Kit, whether 
in the water or on the shore - it always works great!

The boys from „Suck my 
Balls“ on the big move

The iBoats 210, 260, 320 offer significantly more space than your average rubber boat. They are the perfect compani-
on for the ambitious carp angler. These sizes are perfect for trips with the echo sounder, put down your rigs, feeding 
campaigns, and drills. Due to the generous space also great to transport tackle. Many, over years with the Imperial 
Baits Team developed and improved features. Definitely the most sophisticated rubber boat currently available.

Generous standard features:
Dark green high pressure floor with 2 supporting floorboards for even more stability 
(1 floorboard in the iBoat 210), large strategically placed scuff rails, high pressure 
air pump with pressure gauge and transport bag, Fender-Expander Kit (see page 
39), iBoat transport bag, iBoat boat cover, Inox D-Ring with handle at bow, 2 black 
paddles, indestructible oarlocks with metal tubes, handles on both sides and bow, 2 
black aluminium seats (210 one seat) with continuous sliding system and detachable 
seat cushions, user manual, quick starter guide, EG certificate, repair kit: glue, men-
ding kit, valve key, pressure gauge and spare valve.

The iBoat 400 offers a straight forward, no fuss introduction into the world of sta-
tionary boat fishing. An amazing 3sqm inner floor space is not only great for carp 
angling, but also to go after predators, catfish with a few people, or just for a family 
trip. This model has an aluminium flooring system. 

You won’t need a trailer or a large storage facility, as it fits, when folded, into every 
estate car. You can even row it with two people, as we mounted two paddle pairs, 
just like in a traditional rowing boat.

Boat fishing – pure adventure and a sense of freedom!
Perfect introduction with the iBoat 400!

Super-Turbo blower up to 0,8 bar 129,90 € 1.) Fender-Expander Kit - „quick release“ 29,90 €
2.) PVC coated mushroom anchor 7,5 kg 59,90 €
Set contains 1) + 2) + 2kg Carptrack boilies 89,90 €

iBoat 400 green (material strength 0.9 mm) 1499 €
iBoat 400 realtree (material strength 0.9 mm) 1650 €
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Rebelcell 12V 11AH 149 €
Rebelcell 12V 11AH + Charger 169 €
Rebelcell 12V 18AH 209 €
Rebelcell 12V 18AH + Charger 229 €
Rebelcell 12V 50AH 559 €
Rebelcell 12V 50AH + Charger 639 €
Rebelcell 12V 100AH 1079 €
Rebelcell 12V 100AH + Charger 1249 €
Rebelcell 24V 50AH 1039 €
Rebelcell 24V 50AH + Charger 1149 €
Rebelcell 24V 100AH 2079 €
Rebelcell 24V 100AH + Charger 2199 €

LITHIUM-IONEN-ENERGIE, DIE 
DAS ANGELN REVULOTIONIERT!

More accessories online

REBELCELL 
50AH

REBELCELL 
11AH

REBELCELL 
50AH

REBELCELL 
50AH

NEW 2018OUTDOORBOX

Stormsure das Experiment
As a hardness test we divided two 
inflatable boats and two selected 
candidates made them ready to 
use again! More Info online!

GLUES ALMOST EVERYTHING!

For Repairs, Joining, Sealing and Technical Applications! 
The glue cures on contact with water/vapour - the best glue 
for fishermen!

15g Stormsure Tube 10,90 €
3 x 5g Stormsure Tube 10,90 €Examples for fishermen

- Waders / Wellies
- Waterproof Clothing
- Inflatable Boats
- Tents, Unhooking Mats, Holdalls
   Rod Pod, Landing Net, Rigs ...

Materials to glue:
pvc, metals, glass, plastic, pu, composites, nylon, 
rubber, leather, wood, most fabrics, man-made 
materials and many more ...
- all combine underneath each other!

Properties:
- Abrasion resistance ñ Great for 
   bonding or coating objects
- Mix thoroughly with 1% clean water or 
   special thinner for a faster cure time
- Exceptional flexibility even in cold 
   conditions
- Can be painted on when used with 
   a special thinner 60/40, for sealing 
   and porous items
- Resistance to many chemicals

YouTube Video online: the experiment 
Stormsure - repair of a split inflatable boat!SUPER GLUE!

Rebecell – the ultimate Li-Ion batteries for fishing!

…when strong batteries are more 
light than the electric motors!

12V / 50AH

Quick connector
USB adapter

Voltage reducer
for echo sounders

Solar charge 
controller

Advantages 50AH Li-Ion Battery compared to 105AH lead-acid battery
- 4,9Kilo instead of 35Kilo and stronger , as the engine runs significantly 
  quicker on a higher tension
- 5 x higher life expectancy (up to 5 x rechargeable!)
- No self-discharge when not in use for a while
- Better performance! Full power till the end, , shut down under 12V
- Integrated frost and heat protection

Be gentle on your back and your wallet! 
Example 50AH Li-Ion: 50AH Li-Ion, including charger = 619 €
A good lead-acid, including charger will cost you 300 € and only offers 500 char-
ging cycles, with a constantly decreasing performance. The life expectancy of the 
Li-Ion battery, for an extreme angler is about 10 years (ca. 2000 charging cycles)!
Hands up, who has bought a lead-acid battery in the past, used it for more than 3, 
4 years and is still perfectly satisfied?
So, a new one is bought. With the money spent so far, you could have bought a Re-
belCell 12V 50AH, which weighs 30kg less and combines many more advantages.
Imperial Fishing - POWER FOR YOU!

Dimensions:
12V / 11AH & 18AH = 16 x 6,5 x 9,5cm, 1 kg
12V / 50AH = 19 x 13 x 15cm, 4,9 kg
24V / 50AH = 26 x 17 x 21cm, 9,5 kg
12V / 100AH = 26 x 17 x 21cm, 10 kg
24V / 100AH = 41x 17 x 23cm, 16 kg
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VARIABLE SIZE

iB - The Cap! 24,90 €

GIRLY 
T-SHIRT: 

XS

NEW IB COLLECTION - „THE ART OF BAIT“

IB Flexfit Caps 19,90 €

IB „The Art of Bait“ T-Shirt 24,90 € IB „The Art of Bait“ Hoodie 49,90 €

AVAILABLE IN MEN, GIRLS, KIDS AND BOYS SIZES

IB ‘The Art of Bait’ Hoodie
- Elasticated cuffs
- Thick and cosy material
- Perfect cut hood for perfect comfort

QUALITY THAT YOU CAN FEEL

IB CLOTHES RAISE THE BAR: NEW DESIGNS, NEW MATERIAL, NEW PRINT

SIZES FOR MEN: S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL

GIRLS, KIDS & BOYS T-SHIRT - „THE ART OF BAIT“

SIZES FOR KIDS: 5-9 YEARS, 10-15 YEARS

GIRLS T-Shirt IB „The Art of Bait“ 24,90 €

IB „The Art of Bait“ Hoodie 49,90 €

Photo: © Michael Buchholz
Model: Viktoria Wiehler

Photo: © Michael Buchholz
Model: Viktoria Wiehler

SIZES FOR GIRLS: XS, S

KIDS T-Shirt IB „The Art of Bait“ 24,90 €
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IB Geoff Anderson Raptor 5 – S-XXXL 179,00 €

IB Geoff Anderson Leaf Power Hoodie – S-XXXL 139,90 €

IB Geoff Anderson DOZER 5 & URUS 5 Prices online!

Imperial Baits Girly Shirt black – front and back finely embroidered

IB Girly XS-L 24,90 €

Imperial Baits Jogger - Kids & Girls – front and back finely embroidered

IB Jogger - Kids & Girls 29,90 €

IB „The Art of Bait“ 
Snapback Cap

IB Snapback 22,50 €

98-104, XS 134-140, L
110-116, S 146-152,XL
122-128, M 158-164, XXL

When the rain begins to fall...

GIRLS T-Shirt IB „The Art of Bait“ – printed on front and back

IB Girly XS-S 24,90 €

Men sizes: S - XXXL
take a look online!

The perfect Outdoor Clothing for us!
You can find a large selection of fantastic Geoff Anderson technical outerwear in our online shop.

Imperial Baits Winter Hat black
100% cotton

IB Winter Hat 10,90 €

IB Softshell Jacket – 100% water proof – top comfort 
- 3 layers, waterproof fabric, water column 800mm
- Breathable and windproof membrane
- Wind protection border inside
- Continuous front zip
- Detachable and adjustable hood
- Inner microfleece layer for additional warmth
- Soft, stretchy feel in a comfortable, active cut.

IB Softshell S-XXXL 89,90 €

IB GA Raptor 2 149,00 €
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iB - The Cap! 24,90 €

Imperial Baits - The Cap!
- large 3D „ib“ embroidered on the front
- orange Splash (printed) with „The Art of Bait“ 
  slogan (embroidered) on the front
- fine IB logo engraving on the metal closure
- to match the T-Shirt und Hoodie: right side 
  „ib - Imperial Baits“ patch (sewen) 
- on left side of the cap embroidered „Carptrack“  
- „WE LOVE TO FISH!“ slogan embroidered on 
  the brim of the cap
- size is individually adjustable thanks to the metal 
  closure device on the back

iB - THE CAP!

Matteo Paini, 
27,8 kg, Oct. 2017, 

Scopana.Love Boilies!

IMAG USED AS A BREAK AWAY LINE 
- AN IDEA FROM MAX NOLLERT 09 / 2015

WITH THE IMAG:
SAFE WHILE STORMS
& QUICK NETTING!

Contents:
1 x iMag (Magnet)
2 x Metal Rings
1 x Snap-Hook

iMag - HANG ON! 9,90 €

SIMPLY PRACTICAL!
THE TOOLS YOU USE MOST ARE 
ALWAYS WITHIN YOUR REACH

Lanyard - big one 4,50 €
Lanyard - small one 3,50 €

HOLDS UP TO 
3,5KG 
WEIGHT!

Lanyards – robust and flexible
- Tear-resistant ‘telephone cable‘ in black glossy design
- The snap-hook can be attached almost everywhere
- High flexibility, that doesn’t wear out and allows us, for example, to   
   have the boilie needle always handy. It can obviously be used for all
   kinds of necessities that you would like to keep handy.
Length:
Small One – 12cm, extends to 90cm
Big One – 12,5cm, extends to 120cm
… ever wondered, why boilie needles always 
have this hole in the grip?

3,5KG 
POWER!

iMAG – ‘HANG ON!’
The iMag – ‘HANG ON’ is a perfect solution to hang all sorts of stuff on your 
bivvy walls. The little magnet can hold up to 3,5kg. It comes with a snap-hook, 
which is very handy to attach various smaller items.
The IB fish logo is subtly embossed on the rust-resistant iMag. 
TIP: On thinner bivvies we recommend to use a piece of cloth or neoprene 
(for example an IF Rod Band) in between to protect the material.

HANG ON:
- Head lamp
- Tent lightning
- Bite alarm receiver
- Clothing
- Scissors, pliers, cooker
…And much more!
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About us

Marco Bertaglia - way of life!
He loves the adventure on big waters!

Maike Prinz - on the way with IB!

Imperial Fishing 
Headquarter Germany

David Fort (IB CZ Republic) 
visiting the headquater

Our always well motivated  
team members and employees 
from the warehouse and office.

Attention: Flavour 
Extra Strong!

iBoat 
Check!

IB EXPO POWER!

Otto Staab a german 
carp angler of the 

first hours

Steven 
Kuznia

IF carp Entertainment is available online!
DVDs, books, stories, catch reports, tips & tricks, as well as tackle- and bait news

Merchandise items, such as XXL car stickers, outdoor 
stickers, IB door mats, titanium jewellery, wine, IB glas-
ses, sculptures, gift certificates, posters, IB team watch 
and much more is available in our online shop.

One of the most important components in the production of Carptrack boilies 
are attractive, fresh ingredients and the production, based on their individual 
special recipes. These are down to the collective knowledge of very successful 
carp anglers. Max and his creative team consistently test new products and ideas 
and have been doing so since the very beginning (2003). 
Due to the great catch successes and the following demand, the warehouse has 
been consistently growing. Currently we have over 250 palette spaces ready for 
fresh ingredients, boilies and tackle.
Also the iBoats, Lines, Rod Pods and accessories have been developed by Max 
Nollert and his team.

By now Imperial Fishing products are available in over 20 European countries!

Much energy is also invested in trade and consumer shows and marketing. 
The customer is updated pretty much daily on the iBlog and Social Media. 
Imperial Baits also works closely with the most important trade magazines 
in Europe. But all this work won’t make us forget about product develop-
ment and improvement. We work very closely with our team of anglers, 
who constantly give us feedback and input. Our fantastic warehouse- and 
production team provides our renowned good and fast service and ship-
ping to anglers, dealers and distributors.

Success through perseverance!
Our past and present activities have been tremendously successful and we are 
proud to have been named and won the price for ‘Best Boilie Manufacturer’ and 
‘Best Online Shop’ by one of the biggest carp magazine several times.

IB Carptrack Boilies are loved and fished by thousands of anglers across Europe.
We like to look back and are excited about what lays ahead of us. 
Our biggest motivation is feedback and what we hear is that people like what we 
do and how we do it. 
Do you have feedback? We’d love to hear from you!

Max Nollert & Team
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24-48

BE PREPARED...

facebook.com/IFGermany

instagram.com/imperial_fishing

youtube.com/ImperialFishingTV

Price are subject to alterations. 
Pictures may look different.

Payment and delivery terms
Imperial Fishing GmbH • MAX NOLLERT
Wallgraben 2 
Gewerbegebiet Mont Royal 
D-56841 Traben-Trarbach 
Tel: +49 6541 818500 
Fax: +49 6541 818502
Email: info@imperial-fishing.de 
Internet: 
www.imperial-fishing.com 
www.imperial-fishing.eu
www.carprus.de

Delivery costs BeNeLux, FR, 
UK, AT, SVN: on pre-payment / paypal 
we ship for only 7,50 € / per order.
Delivery costs IRL, PRT, DNK, SWE, ROU, 
HRV, LTU: on pre-payment / paypal 
we ship for only 15 € / per order.

Name of bank: Sparkasse Mittelmosel
Account holder: Imperial Fishing GmbH
IBAN: DE64 5875 1230 0090 040775
SWIFT-BIC: MALADE 51 BKS


